




1.2 The position of installation

1. Whe the machine set on required location,please take off
the covering plastic film.

2. To adjust correctly for the applicating position and must line-up
the former on the center line of conveyor.
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3. Using the wrench to adjust the screw at the legs to level the
machine reach to demanding height.

4. If it is necessary, the expanding screws may be 
adopted to fix the machine.
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2.1 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

2. Dimensions

Thank you to purchase our product. By this manual,
we would like to provide you the standard operating
procedures and the maintenance.
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1. Preface
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2. THE COMPONENTS OF MACHINE
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2.2 THE NOTICES FOR MACHINE TURNING ON/OFF

1. All the operators who should study this manual thoroughly
before operating the machine.

2. Please check following items before turning on the machine.

2.1 To check the attaching accessories on the machine.
2.2 To make sure the conveyor table is clean.
2.3 To roll the feeding & applicating rollers by hand,

making sure all parts run smooth.
2.4 To check the plastic tube, which has no jam.
2.5 Do not place the tools on the machine to avoid the 

danger of rolling in.
2.6 To check the emergency button on standing by 

position in anytime.

3. To ensure safety, do not open the machine cover when
the machine is running.

4. There is a safety device which is set on machine.
When the machine is running, it will stop immediately
and start alarm if open the door.

5. The machine must be stopped running for adjustment and
maintenance.

6. The operator should pay attention for the caution marks
and follow the rules for safe operating.

7. The machine should be operated or maintained by
the experlenced operator or technician.

8. It would be dangerous to operate the machine by a tyro.
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 hands & any tools in the scope of cutting zone.

 the machine clean & well-run.

10.All operators must strictly observe the above guild line and keep

safety switch when the machine is electrified. Also, keep off your

9.To prevent from danger, in any case, never pull out & turn off the 

If those operators do not follow the rules to run the machine 

leading to injury, NAFM won't be responsible for the wounded. 



Grounded sign,Notice here is the grounded location.

or heating source cool down to room temperature.

Do not put your hands or any object on the moving mechanism. 
Shut down the machine before doing the maintenance, repair or 

Electrical hazard,electrical danger if touched.

Incomplete grounding connection may lead to electric shock. 

Do not touch or close to the heating source to prevent from getting 
burn.Proceed any maintenance only when the temperature of heater 

Do not put your hands or any object on the moving mechanism. 
Shut down the machine before doing the maintenance, repair or 

In any case, do not place your hands or any object on the sealing 
or cutting zone. Shut down the machine before doing the 
maintenance,parts replacing or trouble shooting in the these zones.

Please ground the earth cable to Class-3( lower than 100      ).

Only the trained electrician can uncover the electric panel or box. 

High temperature warning.

Moisture warning,keep dry.

Pinch warning.

adjustment.

 adjustment.

Crush hazard.

Cut warning.

WARNING SIGNS

Caution sign,be alert.
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3. Film fitting
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To sleeving

Shrink Film

Film

 machine

 machine
To sleeving

Film accumulator model : AUS-300
Option device
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DRAWING:B1 (WORKING SCREEN)

JUMP TO B3
WORKINGJUMP TO B2JUMP TO B25

Applicating speed

Production NO
(1-40)

Counter
(0-99999999)

OPTION(device #1 switch  on/off)

SCREW DEVICE (switch  on/off)

OPTION(device #2 switch  on/off)

OPTION(device #3 switch  on/off)

Product name
(25 words)
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DROWING:B3 (SETTING SCREEN)

Press the "SELECT" key,will go into drawing B113 with group option. 

You can change lock/unlock positions.Details can not be

 

corrected at the locked position.

Press this switch for set up figures for print reg.dwell.

Press this switch for set up figures for cut length of film.
PRINT FUNCTION

falling edge

50ms

Cut+Feed

50ms50ms

Applicating delay=50ms

Applicating delay=0ms

Cut+Feed Cut+Feed

Cut+Feed Cut+Feed

Cut+Feed

Applicating sensor

Only press on to this sign for 3 seconds.

Jump to B50

(Work detective sensor)



1.Without using the print reading sensor

b.PRINT set  "NO".
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c.Setting the cut length.

a.Press "SETTING" to go to the setting screen

Press "SET",the keypad will appear.

e.Press "CYCLE" ,test run the machine to check is it working

according with the set up was planned or not ?

(Must test run at lease 3 time to check the label is it 

being cut ok ?)

f.Press "START" button.

g.Test run with the actual object being packed,adjust the 

work detective sensor's position to aim the label to
insert to the objects perfectly.

Input the digits.

EX. 100.0  ENT

d.Press "MANUAL" to go to the manual screen



2.With using the print reading sensor

b.PRINT set "YES"
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c.Setting the cut length.

a.Press "SETTING" to go to the setting screen

Press "SET",the keypad will appear.

f.Press "CYCLE" ,test run the machine to check is it working

according with the set up was planned or not ?

(Must test run at lease 3 time to check the label is it 

being cut ok ?)

i.Press "START" button.

j.Test run with the actual object being packed,adjust the 

work detective sensor's position to aim the label to
insert to the objects perfectly.

Measurement the frame length by ruler,then keyin the data.

30.5mm PRINT REG. DWELL = 30.5 mm

Location of actual cutting

Location of planned to cut

h.Modify the PRINT REG. DWELL setting.
PRINT REG. DWELL = 30.5 mm

d.Set the PRINT REG. DWELL TO "0".
e.Press "MANUAL" to go to the manual screen.

g.Press "SETTING" to go to the setting screen
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DRAWING : B133 (PRODUCT SELECTION SCREEN)

1.Press P1 key for the first to fifth group.

Press P2 key for the sixth to tenth group.

As shown abore,we can store 40 group.

2.Press SELECT key,you can more these material to the working area.

3.Press RENAME key will automatically show key pad.You can then make changes to names

 for the group.

4.Press EXIT key ,verity the choices and return to the B3 setup page.

Only press on to this sign for 3 seconds.

corrected at the locked position.
You can change lock/unlock positions.Details can not be
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DRAWING : B49

1.Press the SET key ,you can setup the hight of the machine head.

2.Press the MANUAL key.Then press the 

3.Press SEMI-AUTO POSITION key.Then press the 

key,you can adjust the

machine head with no restrictions.

key. 

The machine head automatically adjusts the machine head and stops.

Jump to B4

Jump to B50

Jump to B25 Jump to B2 Jump to B1
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DRAWING : B50

NO.4  : Only make records and display functions. 

NO.5 : Can choose speed with applicating wheel.

NO.6 :Can adjust speed of timing screw motor.

Jump to B49

Jump to B1Jump to B2Jump to B25

DRAWING : B51

Jump to B51

NO.7 :Only make records and display functions. 

Jump to B50

NO.7 :Only make records and display functions. 
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DRAWING : B2 (MANUAL)

Jump to B1Jump to B3Jump to B25

Manual infeed==>go up

Manual infeed==>go down
single action key

Cutter action key
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DRAWING : B25 (OTHERS)

Jump to B1Jump to B3Jump to B2

Jump to B218 (ALARM & MESSAGE)

DRAWING : B218 (ALARM & MESSAGE)

If "Low film" appears on display,please press clear key.
The message will then be removed.
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5.1 Change the cutter

5.1.1 Remove 4 screws
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5.1.2 Unbar the loop
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5.1.4 Pull out the aluminum cube.

5.1.3 Loose the handle by rotating the handle counter to clockwise 
direction, just loose it, don't have to remove the handle.
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5.1.6 Pull out the cutter plate

5.1.5 Take off the belt.
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5.1.8 After the cutter amending, plug in the cutter plate.

5.1.7 Loose the screws, and remove the old cutter, replace the 

SCREW

new cutter and rotate the screws tightly.
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5.1.9 Put the belt into the timing pulley

5.1.9 Pull in the aluminum cube and rotate the handle tightly to 
 counter clockwise direction.
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5.1.11 Turn the 4 screws tightly

5.1.10 To bar the loop

Complete the cutter amending.






























































































